Pore canal shape related to molecular architecture of arthropod cuticle.
The rotating structure of pore canals is interpreted in terms of the Bouligand model of rotating layers of chitin-protein microfibrils, and the daily growth layer system in insects. Crustacean and arachnid examples are also used. Pore canals are flattened into ribbons by neighbouring microfibrils. The ribbons run straight when traversing layers with preferred microfibril orientation, but rotate in phase through lamellate layers in which the layers of microfibrils also rotate. Oblique sections of models show that the parabolic artefact derived from microfibrils, and the parabolic arcs of pore canals seen as crescents in section, only superimpose, as they do in actual sections, when both systems have the same sense of rotation. Pore canal rotation may be determined by chitin-protein architecture.